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One of the most recognized diseases worldwide is diabetes. There are currently almost half a billion individuals globally

with this disease and this is expected to crest three quarters of a billion by the end of the decade. Traditionally, diabetes is

broken into three categories: Type 1 (previously referred to as juvenile); Type 2 (occasion defined as adult onset), and

gestational diabetes. Gestational diabetes occurs in ~2–10% of pregnant women with roughly 50% of these cases leading

to the mother developing T2D after giving birth. Generally, 5–10% of cases of diabetes are of the T1D form with the

remaining 90–95% having T2D. The need to monitor blood glucose, whether for T1D or T2D, is vital for the health and

welfare of those afflicted with these diseases. Equally, if not more important, is the need to administer the necessary drug

once the knowledge of one’s blood glucose is determined. It is this key second part that has led to significant efforts and

ultimate successes in bringing closed-loop systems for diabetes management to market.
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1. Urine-Glucose Testing

Between the 1920s and 1960s, a patient’s urine was the only means by which to gauge one’s blood glucose. This

required taking a few drops of urine and mixing in with Benedict’s solution to yield a bright red precipitate as an indicator

that there was glucose in the sample (Figure 1) .

Figure 1. Benedict’s reaction for urine glucose testing.

Beyond the lack of practicality of this approach, which was improved on with the “dipstix” , it was still only a proxy for

blood glucose levels. Currently, there are a number of urine-glucose tests available commercially. However, the

technology has its limitations, primarily, it is still simply a proxy for blood glucose. A recent report highlighted this issue,

whereby the urine-glucose test was only 14% selective and even failed to identify ~16% of participants with diabetes . A
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benefit that should not be overlooked with urine-glucose testing is the lack of potential infections that have been reported,

albeit minimally, with blood glucose . In developing countries, where blood transmitted pathogenic disease is more

prevalent, the cost associated with the lancets themselves are a significant hurdle.

2. Blood Glucose Testing

In 1964, Dextrostix, by the Ames-Miles Laboratories, was developed as the first blood glucose test strip . Similar to its

predecessor, this approach utilized a colorimetric change, albeit enzymatically. Taken from Clinistix, which was developed

in the 1940s, this double sequential enzymatic reaction proceeded by the initial conversion of glucose to gluconic acid

(which is in equilibrium with gluconolactone) by glucose oxidase, which also yielded hydrogen peroxide . The hydrogen

peroxide acted as a reagent in the oxidation of o-toluidine, which was facilitated by peroxidase. The major advance with

Dextrostix was the ability to trap the red blood cells by a semipermeable membrane to prevent interference. For its time, it

was a revolutionary technology. However, by today’s standards, it would be considered somewhat archaic. In addition to

requiring 1 min and a relatively large blood sample (30 μL), the results were gauged by the patient’s interpretation of a

colorimetric change . Fortunately, over the past decades, significant advances within nanotechnology have allowed for

the self-monitoring of blood glucose to become a more manageable, less invasive, and expeditious process.

The most instrumental advancement with regard to blood glucose monitoring was the nanotechnology approach for both

the creation of enzyme-based circuitry and the miniaturization of the necessary electrodes for the detection of an

electrochemical oxidation/reduction potential. Unlike Dextrostix, the majority of today’s blood glucose detection devices

employ a single enzymatic reaction. With just a single drop of blood, the glucose held within is reacted with a nanolayer of

glucose oxidase that is complexed with its redox cofactor, flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) . In this process, the

glucose is oxidized to gluconolactone while the glucose oxidase-flavin adenine dinucleotide (GO -FAD ) is reduced to

GO -FADH . Upon the regeneration of GO -FAD  by the reaction with O , also held within the blood, hydrogen peroxide

(H O ) is produced. The aforementioned nanolayer of GO -FAD  is coated on a silver working electrode surface. Thus,

when the generated H O  is oxidized to 2H  and O , the corresponding amperometric signal can be correlated with the

initial glucose concentration . Although this first-generation electrochemical detection technology still dominates the

blood glucose monitoring industry, three new generation of devices have been developed (Figure 2) .

Figure 2. The steps involved in all generations of glucose monitoring via amperometric biosensors.

The second- and third-generation of the electrochemical detection of blood glucose both employ the same nanolayer of

GO -FAD  for the conversion of glucose to gluconolactone with the production of GO -FADH . For second-generation

devices, instead of employing the natural co-substrate of molecular oxygen for the production of H O , these employ an

impregnated artificial metal mediator . Thus, in the oxidation of GO -FADH  back to GO -FAD  the metal

mediator is reduced. It is this reduced metal that when oxidized back by the silver working electrode yields a quantifiable
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amperometric signal . With third-generation electrochemical glucose detectors, the metal mediator has been

completely removed. Herein, the nanolayer has been covalently or electrochemically bound to the silver working electrode

. Thus, the conversion of GO -FADH  back to GO -FAD  can be accomplished by direct electron transfer. Unlike the

prior two generation devices, this approach measures reduction as opposed to the oxidation potential. Various other

enzymatic approaches have also been evaluated that have employed either glucose  or quinoprotein-based

glucose dehydrogenases  in the aforementioned generations. Typically, these utilize mediators such as

nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD ) and quinones.

The final electrochemical glucose detection technology, known as direct electro-oxidation (rarely referred to as fourth

generation) is a non-enzymatic approach. Nanostructured electrodes, whether platinum–lead alloy nanowires , gold

nanoparticles , platinum nanoforests , or general alloy nanostructures  such as those containing gold, palladium,

rhodium, lead, or platinum work by simply measuring the electro-oxidation of glucose to gluconolactone. The advantage of

this approach is that the incredible high surface area of these nanostructures allows for the remarkable electro-catalytic

activity.

These fantastic advancements in the realm of nanotechnology have been translated from the aforementioned self-

monitoring of blood glucose (SMBC)  to the newer continuous glucose monitors (CGMs) . It was the development

and adoption of CGMs, the first of which was by Metronic in 1999, that led to the closed-loop system finally being

introduced into the market. However, it took almost two decades before an all-in-one device was actually approved. A

primary concern with CGMs has been the “lag-time” related to the fact that these devices detected glucose changes in

interstitial fluid as opposed to directly within the blood. This lag-time could be anywhere between 4 and 27 min.

Regardless, it is the nano-sensing of CGMs coupled with traditional administration, whether insulin or glucagon, via an

incorporated syringe-like injector system that has brought about these novel closed-loop delivery systems . These

devices are of great assistance in the health and wellness of the diabetic community. However, whether SMBC, CGM, or

closed-loop systems all still have the major limitation of being invasive in nature and, although rare, a potential site of

infection . Thus, significant work has been underway to develop non-invasive approaches to monitor glucose levels, with

many utilizing some nanotechnology in the hopes of also linking developing less-invasive closed-loop delivery systems.

3. Non-Invasive Glucose Testing

Although by definition urine glucose testing is non-invasive, it has been socially deemed untidy and is a relatively

unpopular approach for diabetes management . Currently, numerous novel, albeit not yet marketed approaches have

been attempted that are looked at through the skin, tears, and even the breath for the monitoring of blood glucose. For

through-skin approaches, near-infrared , mid-infrared , thermal emission spectroscopy , ultrasound 

, metabolic heat conformation , electromagnetic , mm-wave radar , and microwave sensing  have

all been attempted with various degrees of success. More recently, tears have become an active area of research due to

the fact that the leakage of glucose directly into tear fluid is known to occur either from the interstitial fluid or epithelial cells

. Thus, attempts utilizing the aforementioned nanotechnology enzymatic detection approaches have been evaluated in

addition to some unique methods such as optical polarimetry  and retina pigmentation regeneration .

For breath detection, glucose is not the chemical that is being quantified. Instead, due to the propensity of individuals that

have diabetes to undergo ketoacidosis, there is an inherent elevated level of ketones within the body, specifically acetone.

Thus, researchers have utilized traditional technologies such as gas-chromatography, mass spectrometry, and/or

combinations thereof to detect this volatile organic compound (VOC). Chitosan-based sensors have been developed for

the detection of low concentrations of acetone, down to 0.1 ppm . Unfortunately, the impediments of this technology are

its (1) variability with humidity; (2) lengthy processing steps of making the film sensor, which included hydrofluoric acid,

surface oxidation at temperatures > 1000 °C, photolithography and so on; and (3) lack of selectivity to only acetone, as it

also detected another volatile breath organic, methanol. Others have utilized Si-doped WO  nanoparticle films . This

approach gives accurate and precise results, but variability in relative humidity, need to analyze at 400 °C as well as some

response to ethanol are all limitations that need to be overcome. Similar successes with thin-walled SnO  functionalized

with Pt nanoparticles have been reported , however, the high temperature requirements as well as the lack of

selectivity (also detects toluene) have hindered its further development. Others have examined Pt-functionalized WO

nano-hemitubes that require 300 °C and lack selectivity (H S and toluene are also detected, albeit not to the intensity of

acetone) . Fe O  doped with Pt as semiconductors has shown success, however, a >200 °C temperature was needed,

leading to a decrease in its long-term stability . More recently, cavity enhanced absorption spectroscopy (CEAS) has

gained significant attention . However, this type of device tends to be 1–2 feet in length, requires a vacuum pump, and

is currently not economical. Applied Nanodetectors is attempting to launch a product to detect the breath acetone levels

using a headspace VOC analysis .
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Recently, a unique approach employed the layer-by-layer self-assembly of multilayers utilizing the pseudo-polyelectrolyte,

poly (4-vinylbenzeneboronic acid) (PVBBA) with the weak polyelectrolyte, poly (allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH) to create

nanofilms for the detection of breath acetone . The PVBBA/PAH nanofilms are coated on UV-transmitting poly(methyl

methacrylate) (UVT-PMMA) at different assembly pH and layer numbers. The slides are subjected to a light emitting diode

with a peak wavelength of ~300 nm and detected via a UV-photosensor with an integrated transimpedance amplifier.

Upon the exposure of a 10-layered PAH/PVBBA coated UVT-PMMA slide to acetone vapor, crosslinking occurred via a

Petasis reaction. These results suggest that it may be possible to quantify this reaction and therefore obtain accurate

acetone concentrations. Indeed, clinical studies have shown that this nanotechnology may be a viable approach to bring

the first non-invasive diabetes monitor to market .

Just as SMBC led to CGMs, which has allowed for the delivery of the vital insulin drug directly into the body on-demand

, it is the desire within the non-invasive biotechnology industry to duplicate this pathway. A future where one could

simply breathe, blink, or sweat to obtain a reading of one’s glucose levels that when sent to a receiver to administer the

correct type and amount of drug is a future worth working toward.
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